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=/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  Begin Mission  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=
XO Farrel:
::Waiting in her office, she paces back and forth, looking over at the CTO as she does::

CTO Peters:
::She checks the chronometer in the XO's officer as she waits for this Soral character to show up.:: Self:  I guess I'm going to be late for the Capt's debrief.   ::She looks up at the Cmdr and tries to smile comfortably.::

Regnum:
::in his quarters tinkering with Glitch::

XO Farrel:
::The chime rings.  Farrel moves behind her desk.:: Door: Come.

CO McPherson-Quest:
OPS: Have you gotten a hold of Star Fleet Command Mr. Mades?

CTO Peters:
::Straightens up in her chair and crosses her legs.  Double checks to make sure her phaser is handy.::

MO Parks:
::In sickbay, trying to work out Regnum and the report to right::

CMO La`i:
::Heading for the counselors office.::

Soral:
::Enters wearing a dark red rob and a cylinder in his right hand.::  CTO/XO: Greetings.

CTO Peters:
::nods:: Soral:  Mr Soral.

OPS Mades:
::startled having been studying the logs from his fire fight, he jumps a bit at being addressed::  CO: Um, yes sir, I just got a short message.  We are a go for the insertion.

CTO Peters:
::thinks the red robe does nothing for him.::

XO Farrel:
Soral: Soral, good to see you.  Now what are you doing all the way out here?

CMO La`i:
::Arriving at her office, she activates the chimes::

CTO Peters:
Soral:  And why now?  Sorry I'm just a suspicious sort..  Too many coincidences lately.

CO McPherson-Quest:
OPS: Thank you Mr. Mades.

CSO KTor:
::In his quarters reading::

XO Farrel:
::raises eyebrow as another chime sounds.:: Door: Come..

Regnum:
::sends out message, but not invasive this time, just to anyone who wants to hear:: ~~~ Hello? Anybody out there? ~~~

CMO La`i:
::Walking into the room, pauses as she sees it occupied::  XO:  I am sorry commander, I didn't realize you were busy.

OPS Mades:
CO: Sure,  no problem.  ::goes back to his data logs then jumps as he hears a voice in his head::

Soral:
XO/CTO: I came to give you this...  ::holds the cylinder forward as a blade shoots out.::

CMO La`i:
::Pauses as she hears someone in the back of her mind... looking curiously at Hali::

CTO Peters:
::Stands up as the blade shoots out.  Is in awe of it's beauty.:: Soral:  Soral, may I?  ::Holds out her hands.::

XO Farrel:
CMO: No, please stay...  ::Thought she heard something as well.:: Mr. Soral here has something from our friends the Havriendor...

CO McPherson-Quest:
OPS: I'll be in my Ready Room, you have the CON Mr. Mades. In the meantime try and see if you can get in contact with the Hanthrosian Capt

OPS Mades:
Self: I have to talk to the XO about this.  Maybe she can do something.

OPS Mades:
::nods distractedly::  CO: Aye sir.

CMO Mae`e:
::curiously takes a seat off to the side::

CO McPherson-Quest:
::gets up from the CON and walks to the R&R and enters after the doors open::

Soral:
::Hands the blade to the CTO::  all: It is the same sword your attacker left behind at starbase 185.  I managed to reforge the blade after some extensive research.  It is made from an alloy that could possible piece even a bulkhead.  I have no idea how it fractured the last time; perhaps it was stressed after a sword fight with a blade of the same alloy...

CSO KTor:
::Looks up a moment on "hearing" Regnum:: ~~~ Regnum: Mr. Regnum? ~~~

OPS Mades:
::keeps his seat and sends out a general signal to the Hanthrosian Captain::

CMO Mae`e:
::Stands up to look at the weapon, an eyebrow raised::

CTO Peters:
::Tests the weight of the sword.:: ALL:  Nice....  ::Swings the sword around.::  Soral:  You say it can go through bulkheads?

CO McPherson-Quest:
::he first heads to the replicator and replicates a tea and then goes and sits behind his desk:: *XO?CTO?CSO* I'd like to see you three in my Ready Room. ASAP

Regnum:
~~~ CSO: Hello, I don't mean to be a bother and all, but could someone arrange to have me let out of my portable prison? I'd like to explore the ship, it has been a long time since I've been here ~~~

CSO KTor:
*CO*: On my way sir.

Soral:
CTO: I believe  it can.  Nothing except an alloy of the same make can repel the cut of this blade...

CSO KTor:
~~~ Regnum: I'm sorry, duty calls. I'm sure you could contact Lt. Mades and ask him. ~~

CTO Peters:
::looks at the XO when the Capt comms them.::

OPS Mades:
::eats static::

CMO Mae`e:
CTO:  Not a weapon to take... lightly.  ::Looks curiously at Hali, wondering what this was about::

CTO Peters:
XO:  May I Sir..  Can I put a hole in your door?  I'd love to see if it's true.

CSO KTor:
::Stands up and heads towards the turbolift::

OPS Mades:
::places the signal on a repeating schedule::

Regnum:
::tries to remember the protocol for speech:: ~~Self: It is so much easier to think then to speak~~

CTO Peters:
CMO:  No Ma'am it's not..  Looks like I'm going to have to lock it up with my other little prize.

CMO Mae`e:
CTO:  Other little prize?

Regnum:
*Mades* Regnum to Mades.

CTO Peters:
CMO:  A weapon of an unknown alloy that can produce three different types of weapons.. Sword, whip and phaser type.

XO Farrel:
CTO: As much as i am curious, the captain would be upset if we started poking holes in the bulkhead...perhaps on the holodeck later?  *CO* On my way sir.

OPS Mades:
::leans back in his chair and turns the viewscreen on, he wants to look at the stars a bit::

CSO KTor:
::Gets into a TL:: Computer: Deck 1.

CMO Mae`e:
CTO:  Do I dare ask where that came about?

CTO Peters:
XO:  Holodeck, but that won't show it's power..  If I get the Capt's permission then may I?

OPS Mades:
::he just gets comfortable as the call comes in.  He sighs::  *Regnum*:  Yes?  What can I do for you?

CMO Mae`e:
XO:  Hali... Commander, might we do lunch?

CTO Peters:
CMO: From our Hanthrosian visitor a while back.

XO Farrel:
CTO: I'm starting to wonder if the other blade is made of this same alloy, we may never have even known it could do the same as this one...

CO McPherson-Quest:
::while waiting for his away team to join him in the RR, he pulls out that odd looking device and pushes the button::

CSO KTor:
::Steps out of the turbolift and walks across the bridge to the RR::

Regnum:
*OPS* Sorry bother, want explore Artemis, can I come out room now?

SM Sergio:
ACTION : A small light starts blinking on the device

CMO Mae`e:
Sheesh... CTO:  I leave awhile and you start finding new trouble with new toys.

XO Farrel:
CMO: Lunch?  Would love to.  I’ll comm. you after our meeting with the captain...

CSO KTor:
::Chimes the ready room's door::

CMO Mae`e:
XO:  Great.

CTO Peters:
XO:  You maybe right.   CMO:  And no don't know how much fun it has been...

Soral:
CTO: Lock it away?  No, no no.  I came here to make sure Hali had a weapon to protect herself from the Havriendor.

OPS Mades:
::raises an eyebrow at the grammar and wonders if the translator is having problems:: *Regnum*: I'm sorry but I can't make that decision.  I'll have to speak with a few people.  Give me a few minutes and I'll get back to you.

CTO Peters:
Soral:  And she shall.  I'm just saying I got another weapon similar recently.  Maybe afterwards you can take a look at it.

Regnum:
*OPS* Thank You

CO McPherson-Quest:
::hears the chime:: enter

OPS Mades:
*Regnum*:  Okay, Mades out.

XO Farrel:
Soral: Me, use a ... sword?  ::Doesn't look so sure about that.:: We'll talk about this later ::Walks to the door.:: We're running late.

CSO KTor:
::Steps through the door:: CO: Reporting for debriefing sir.

OPS Mades:
*CMO*:  Mades to Mae'e

CTO Peters:
::Hurries after the XO with sword in hand.::  Soral:  After my meeting Sir?

CO McPherson-Quest:
CSO: Have a seat Mr. K'Tor

Soral:
::Eyes light up in wonder:: CTO: Another weapon?  Yes, of course an examination would be in order.

CMO Mae`e:
Soral:  Why does Hali... the commander need a weapon of protection?

CMO Mae`e:
::steps aside:: *OPS*:  Mae'e here.

CTO Peters:
Soral:  I will contact you after I'm finished with the Capt then.  ::Smiles at him.::

CSO KTor:
CO: Thank you. ::Sits down in front of the desk::

Regnum:
::walks over to replicator:: Computer: Sirloin Steak, Baked Potato, and Red Wine

CTO Peters:
::hurries out of the room and doesn't pay attention to the shocked stares in the hall as she heads for the TL.::

OPS Mades:
*CMO*:  Doctor, our guest is asking to be allowed out of his quarters.  I thought I should speak to you before proceeding.

CO McPherson-Quest:
CSO: We'll begin when Cmdr Farrel and Lt. Peters arrive

Soral:
CMO: The Havriendor may return to silence her.  ::looks at the women sitting across the room from him.:: And how do you know of the Havriendor?

CSO KTor:
::Nods::

XO Farrel:
::enters turbo, waiting for peters.::

Regnum:
::eats somewhat savagely::

CTO Peters:
::Enters after the XO.::

CMO Mae`e:
*OPS*:  Guest?  I was not aware we had one.  Check with Dr. Parks, I have a feeling our guest is under her care.

XO Farrel:
CPU: Bridge.

CTO Peters:
XO:  Once I've checked it over for surprises and have my staff take a good scan of it, would you like the sword Ma'am?

OPS Mades:
*CMO*: Okay, thanks Doc.  Mades out.

OPS Mades:
*MO*:  Got a sec?

MO Parks:
*OPS*:  Sure.  What's up?

XO Farrel:
CTO: I err, suppose.  I've never used a sword before.  I mean, I’m trained in the use of the Akai, a collapsible stick...would you be able give me some lessons?

CO McPherson-Quest:
CSO: Would you like anything while we wait?

CMO Mae`e:
::Eyes Soral:: Soral:  I have not heard the name of Havriendor, but I can guess they were the knights who paid us a rude visit.

CTO Peters:
::Feels the TL stop and waits til the XO exits first::  XO:  I'd be more then happy to Ma'am.  I've actually have a couple sword experts on staff..  Tanya is one of the best.

OPS Mades:
*MO*: Well, you know our guest.  He wants to get out of those quarters for a while.

CSO KTor:
CO: No, thank you sir.

MO Parks:
*OPS*:  Regnum.... Had anyone had a chance to speak with the man?

Soral:
CMO: You are lucky to have survived an encounter with them.  ::Thinks this small woman across from him must be stronger then she looks.::

OPS Mades:
*MO*: No idea.  I just book the rooms, I don't plan the guest list.

CO McPherson-Quest:
CSO: You sure? I have the replicator programmed to make Scottish tea. It's not as good as the real stuff, but it's not that bad

XO Farrel:
CTO: I look forward to our sword lessons... ::Walks up and rings the RR chime::

CSO KTor:
CO: Perhaps I will, thank you.

CMO Mae`e:
Soral:  They did not exactly give us an option.  Have they been after Hali again then?

CTO Peters:
::Stands beside the XO.::

MO Parks:
::Sighs::  *OPS*:  I will take care of it then.  Thanks.

OPS Mades:
*MO*: Sure thing.

MO Parks:
*XO*:  Commander, where you able to talk with Regnum?

Soral:
CMO: the attack at starbase 185 was the last instance I’m aware of.  So...the Havriendor showed up again, here? ::looks around concerned::

XO Farrel:
*MO* No, not yet...is something wrong?

CO McPherson-Quest:
::smiles:: CSO: Great ::gets up from his desk, walks over to the replicator and replicates a Scottish tea. Takes the cup and saucer and walks over to the CSO and hands him the tea:: CSO: Here you are Mr. K'Tor

OPS Mades:
*Regnum*:  Mades to Regnum.

Regnum:
*OPS*: Me Regnum

CTO Peters:
::hits the Chime again in case the Capt was listening to loud music and didn't hear the first time.::

CSO KTor:
::Takes the cup and saucer:: CO: Thank you sir. ::Sips the tea:: CO: It's... quite good.

OPS Mades:
::really needs to look into the universal translator:: *Regnum*:  I told the Doctor you wanted to get out and stretch your legs a bit.  She wants someone to come talk to you first.  Just hold tight and I'm sure she'll be there soon.  

CO McPherson-Quest:
::begins to walk around the desk and he hears the chime:: Enter ::he then takes his seat::

CMO Mae`e:
::Shakes her head slowly, not sure what to let him know::  Soral:  No...  I, Hali and my fiancé were on an... expedition they did not approve of.  We left them with no alternatives.

Regnum:
*OPS*: Understand do I, wait I will

CTO Peters:
::Hears the Capt as the door opens she steps inside pulling the XO with her.::

CSO KTor:
::Remains standing as the XO and CTO enter::

MO Parks:
*XO*:  He would like to roam about the ship.  Is there any problem with that?

Soral:
CMO: Then you are the friend she spoke of.  Has Hali succeeded in breaking the link you and the other suffer from?

OPS Mades:
*Regnum*:  Um, okay...

OPS Mades:
::starts a diagnostic on the universal translator::

XO Farrel:
::Enters:: CO: sir, sorry we're late.  We had a meeting with Mr. Soral.

CTO Peters:
CSO:  Hello K'Tor...  ::Smiles::  CO:  Capt.

CTO Peters:
CO:  And he came bearing presents.

CSO KTor:
CTO/XO: Commander, Lt. Peters.

CMO Mae`e:
::Rubs her nose with a smile::  Soral:  Ummm... not exactly.  Nor is it necessary as the bond is with my fiance.  Even if she were to break it, the marriage ceremony would have reconnected it.

XO Farrel:
*MO* Granted, but I want you to escort him...not a security.  At least he has a relationship with you, all be it small...I’ll take over in a bit....Farrel out.

XO Farrel:
::nods to KTor::

CO McPherson-Quest:
::wonders who Soral is:: XO/CTO: Not a problem, have a seat

MO Parks:
Ohhhh, brother....  ::Stands and looks around the quiet room::  Next time I want a little more interest in my life, someone shoot me...  ::Exits sickbay and heads for Regnum’s quarters.::

CTO Peters:
::Takes a seat and places the sword across her lap.::

CSO KTor:
::Sits down again, taking another sip of the captain's tea::

OPS Mades:
::the diagnostic comes back and he can't believe it:: *Engineering*:  Anyone awake down there?

Soral:
CMO: So it seems the reason she sought out that book has resolved itself on it's own.  Interesting how things work out.  ::Pauses, and sits beside her, his face turning more serious.:: And what of Hali?  Is she all right?

CO McPherson-Quest:
CTO: A new weapon Mr. Peters? I didn't know that I was, ummm....that dangerous to talk to

XO Farrel:
::Sits beside Peters::

EO Solinoid:
*OPS*: Well now we are.  ::laughs::  What can I do for you?

CTO Peters:
::Chuckles::  CO:  No Sir your not..  ::grins::  This is the present Mr. Soral brought that I mentioned I was hoping to demonstrate on one of your chairs..  He claims that it can cut through bulkheads.. ::Smiles::  Unless you'll let me cut a bulkhead?

OPS Mades:
*EO*: Well, I think there has to be something wrong with the UT, but I can't find anything.

MO Parks:
::Arriving at Regnum’s door, she nods to the security officer before activating the chimes.::

EO Solinoid:
::rolls his chair over to the MSB and checks::  *OPS*:  I don't see anything wrong.  What makes you think there is a problem?

CO McPherson-Quest:
XO/CTO/CSO: The reason why I call you all here is to finish, or in Mr. K'Tor's case start the debriefing

Regnum:
::hears bell:: Hello?

CO McPherson-Quest:
::gets a discomforting look across his face:: CTO: No Mr. Peters you  can place that thing on a wall and leave my chairs and bulkheads alone

CMO Mae`e:
::Ponders the question:: Soral:  After finding the temple and taking the... ummm... after our trip, she has been more herself, less fixated on the book.  I think whatever it was that pulled her, let go.

OPS Mades:
*EO*:  Listen to this message.  ::plays back Regnum's call "Understand do I, wait will I"::  Seems like the grammar processing isn't quite right.

MO Parks:
::Calls::  Regnum, it is Sarah Parks.

CTO Peters:
::Sighs::  CO:  I'm going to have to test it sometime..  I guess I'll do it in security...  ::lays the weapon on the floor.::

Regnum:
MO: Hi Sarah, come in

Soral:
CMO: It is a relief she is better...I started to notice a change in her when she first started reading the Zodion...

MO Parks:
::Enters the room, with a quick glance around::  Regnum:  Your looking a bit more civilized.  How do you feel?

EO Solinoid:
*OPS*:  Ooo, you are right.  That sounds terrible.  Let me see... what language was that in originally?  I'll check the data files for that language.

Regnum:
MO: Clean

OPS Mades:
*EO*:  Hmm, let me check.  ::brings up Regnum's data file and expects to find some rare and strange species listed.  Instead finds Betazoid, same as half of himself::

MO Parks:
::Chuckles::  That helps.  I hear you want a tour of the ship.  I have been delegated tour guide.  Are you still interested?

Regnum:
MO: Yes, want go Engineering

OPS Mades:
*EO*: Um, well I'm not sure...  says here he is a Betazoid.

CO McPherson-Quest:
XO/CTO/CSO: About this Regnum, how long has he been stranded on that moon?

CMO Mae`e:
Soral:  Yea, it was kind of hard not to notice.  It drew her until... well, whatever it was, it was broken and we are both glad to have the old Hali back.

Soral:
::Had such high hopes this one could unlock the secrets of the Zodion for him:: CMO: As am I.

CTO Peters:
::looks at the XO.::

EO Solinoid:
*OPS*:  Well that is strange.  They don't need a translator.  Maybe he was trying to speak something else and just did it poorly.

MO Parks:
Regnum:  Alright... I think I remember the way.  ::Smile as she steps back through the door.::

CMO Mae`e:
Soral:  There is something your not saying.

OPS Mades:
::considers this for a moment::  *EO*: I guess that's possible... sure is strange.

Regnum:
::follows the MO, with a significantly larger Glitch under his arm::

XO Farrel:
CO: Four years sir.

MO Parks:
::nods to the guard who steps in beside them.::  Regnum:  What is that you are caring?

Regnum:
MO: This Glitch

Soral:
::Frowns.:: CMO: What do you mean?

MO Parks:
::Stops::  Regnum:  No it isn't.

CO McPherson-Quest:
XO: Four years, that is a long time. Now if I recall you said that he needs a Counsleors help?

EO Solinoid:
*OPS*:  I'll look into it, but I think that is probably it.  See you later Christian.

OPS Mades:
*EO*: Okay, thanks Bobby.

XO Farrel:
CO: Yes sir he does.  We have yet to receive a replacement counselor, nurse Bengay is taking on temporary duties as counselor, and I’ll continue to function in any counseling ways I can.

Regnum:
MO: Yes it is

MO Parks:
Regnum:  No he isn't.  Glitch is this big.  ::Shows a much smaller unit with her hands::

CO McPherson-Quest:
::looks down on his desk at the flashing light coming from that funny looking device and wonders if the Capt received the message::

CMO Mae`e:
::Looks at the Vulcan:: Soral: I don't know.  You tell me.

Regnum:
MO: Little Glitch need repairs, Regnum replace with new parts

CO McPherson-Quest:
XO: Actually, I was going to suggest that you assume the role as Counselor for old time sake. 

Regnum:
MO: Replicator not replicate some parts, go Engineering to get parts

MO Parks:
Regnum:  I don't know then if I should take you to engineering with a bigger Glitch.  If a Glitch is caused in engineering, the CEO will have my hide and rightfully so.

CO McPherson-Quest:
XO/CTO/CSO: Now, was there anyone on that moon with him?

MO Parks:
::Pauses as what he says sinks in::  Regnum:  You went to engineering?  When?

Regnum:
MO: Glitch not effect systems, Glitch self sufficient

CTO Peters:
::Shakes head::  Nobody except his modified tricorder that he programmed to talk to him.

CSO KTor:
CO: Bioscans detected only non-intelligent life besides Mr. Regnum.

Regnum:
MO: No, we go engineering now, get parts

Soral:
::Begins to control his thoughts::  CMO: I had suspected there may be some danger in reading the book...but I was under the impression you needed the help only the knowledge of the book could provide. ::Straight-faced as possible::

MO Parks:
Regnum:  Then how did he get so big now?

CO McPherson-Quest:
CSO: Four years with no one to talk to could make anyone go mad.

Regnum:
MO: Some parts come replicator, need more parts

XO Farrel:
CO: Thank you sir, I will continue in counseling duties as much as I can.

CMO Mae`e:
::Shakes her head::  Soral:  More...

CSO KTor:
CO: Indeed.

CO McPherson-Quest:
CTO: Do you know anything about him?

CTO Peters:
CO:  he had Glitch Sir..  In a way I think Glitch may have helped keep what little sanity he had left.

MO Parks:
Oh... Regnum:  Well...  *XO*:  Sir, we are heading for engineering with a rather large Glitch.  Feel free to join us.  Please...

CO McPherson-Quest:
CTO: Glitch? what is a "glitch?"

Soral:
CMO: This is a most illogical line of discussion...trying to say what you think, I think, you think I was not saying.

CTO Peters:
CO:  Just what I've pulled up on the ships computer.  He disappeared 4 years ago and was declared dead by SFC.  Glitch is his modified tricorder that he hooked up to his combadge.. It's an interactive device.  It's quite intelligent actually.

XO Farrel:
*MO* Large glitch?  Could this be a safety concern?

CMO Mae`e:
::Leans back in her chair::  Soral:  Vulcan, that will not work with me.  You are hiding something and if it concerns my friend, I want to know what it is.

CO McPherson-Quest:
CTO: And has this "glitch" been confiscated from him?

MO Parks:
*XO*:  I don't know sir... that is why I would like your urrr... guidance.

CTO Peters:
CO:  No and I wouldn't recommend it.  It would be like taking a dog away from a child after that child has raised it.  It would be too traumatizing.

MO Parks:
::Looks at the large item::  Glitch, I don't suppose you are any safer or less so then before?

Glitch:
::does nothing, as being in midst of upgrades, without additional parts he is inoperable::

Regnum:
MO: glitch Sleep till get parts

Soral:
CMO: The journey was, most tiring.  I was sure I was being followed.  The constant evasion has warned me.  Perhaps we can continue this discussion later.  ::Rises and suddenly leaves.::

CO McPherson-Quest:
CTO: Then I hope that he does not in anyway shape or form hook that "thing" up to a computer and try and take over MY ship!

MO Parks:
::Looks up sheepishly::  Regnum: I didn't really expect him to talk... it was just... ::shakes her head and turns to lead them down to engineering::

XO Farrel:
*MO* Please have the engineering crew scan that device, before he goes near the core... ::hears the captain's voice rising:: In fact, better keep him away from all sensitive areas until further notice.

CMO Mae`e:
::Watches the Vulcan leave with suspicion::  Soral:  not that easy...

MO Parks:
*XO*:  Understood...

CTO Peters:
CO:  I doubt that he would Sir.  Glitch is his friend.  A child of his really.  I'm sure the Cmdr will agree that for the time being that we will have to treat Glitch as such.  I equate that to my 5 yr old daughter and her dolls.

CMO Mae`e:
*OPS*:  Mades... what quarters have you assigned to one Vulcan named Soral?

Soral:
::Walks down the corridors, heading to his assigned quarters::

OPS Mades:
*CMO*:  I didn't receive a request for any quarters...

CO McPherson-Quest:
CSO: What is your take on this Mr. K'Tor?

Regnum:
::hears the XO over the doctor's comm.:: MO: I no want Glitch near core, I just want some parts to fix him

MO Parks:
::stops before engineering doors::  Regnum:  Before you go in, you have two choices.  Leave Glitch outside here with the guard, or let an engineer go over him to... check him out.  Not unlike I checked you out.

CSO KTor:
CO: I have to agree. He seems quite... unstable, and I recommend we let Mr. Regnum keep the device until he has recovered sufficiently.

CMO Mae`e:
*OPS*:  Check with the first officer please.

OPS Mades:
::sits up and checks the computer::  *CMO*:  Oh wait... looks like someone in the shuttle bay set him up in... whoa... VIP quarters.  That's strange.

CO McPherson-Quest:
CTO: And if he does Mr. Peters, I will hold you personally responsible

CMO Mae`e:
*OPS*:  What is strange?

CTO Peters:
CO: Aye Sir.  I've assigned him a permanent security team until he has been certified by the ships counselor.

OPS Mades:
*CMO*: Didn't know he was a VIP.

Regnum:
MO: I don't mind, just don't disassemble him

CO McPherson-Quest:
XO/CTO/CSO: We're about to engage in a highly delicate mission and I don't want anything to jeopardize that mission, MY ship or the crew

CTO Peters:
CO:  Aye Sir.

CMO Mae`e:
*OPS*:  Most guests usually are.  Which quarters are his?  And.... I know this will sound strange, but I want to know when he arrives and when he leaves.  And those orders are to be passed onto the next shift until rescinded by me.

CO McPherson-Quest:
XO/CTO/CSO: Have anything else to report about your mission?

CSO KTor:
CO: Sir Mr. Regnum seems to have developed quite powerful telepathic abilities.

MO Parks:
::nods and leads Regnum in, looking around for an engineer.  Finding one, she explains what he is to do.::

XO Farrel:
CO: Only that I believe Regnum may have heightened telepathic abilities from being isolated for so long.  I will speak to him sir.

OPS Mades:
::his brow furrows:: *CMO*: Under what grounds Doctor?  Perhaps you should speak to the CTO about that.  He is assigned to VIP quarters beta.

CTO Peters:
CO:  Not from the mission Sir, but I would like to speak to you reference some security concerns and coincidences that I really don't like.

CSO KTor:
CO/XO: Perhaps he was probing, trying to find someone nearby to rescue him.

CMO Mae`e:
*OPS*: On the grounds I don't trust the man and I have no evidence to have the CTO violate that.  All I am asking is that I know when he leaves his quarters and nothing more.  That violates nothing and gives me a peace of mind... which is to your best interest.

XO Farrel:
CSO/CO: Perhaps, but I have felt a presence on the ship, several times now, probing the bulkheads...I am pretty sure it is him though.

MO Parks:
::Watches as the engineer goes over the object gently, making a few sounds of curiosity and surprise as he does so.::

CO McPherson-Quest:
CSO: You can resume your duties Mr. K'Tor. XO/CTO: Let's go see this Regnum

CSO KTor:
CO/XO: He is unfamiliar with the presence of others his lower manners are to be expected.

CSO KTor:
CO: Yes sir.

Soral:
::Now the he is safely away from the telepath, he enters the turbo and heads for the shuttle bay::

CTO Peters:
CO:  Sir a moment of your time firs?

OPS Mades:
*CMO*:  He has been assigned VIP status Doctor, you'll need to get the XO or CTO to authorize that.  Sorry.

=/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  End Mission  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=


